
STAT460 – Homework 7
Due: Mar. 11 at the start of class.

A major issue with antiretroviral drugs is the mutation of the virus’ genes. Because of its high rate
of replication (109 to 1010 virus per person per day) and error-prone polymerase1, HIV can easily
develop mutations that alter susceptibility to antiretroviral drugs. The emergence of resistance to
one or more antiretroviral drugs is one of the more common reasons for therapeutic failure in the
treatment of HIV.

In the following paper2, a sample of in vitro3 HIV viruses were grown and exposed to a particular
antiretroviral therapy. The susceptibility of the virus to treatment and the number of genetic
mutations of each virus were recorded.

Anytime I ask for ‘test set prediction error’ for a method, use the following

X = hiv.train$x

Y = hiv.train$y

X_0 = hiv.test$x

Y_0 = hiv.test$y

p = ncol(X)

n = nrow(X)

Y.hat = ###### prediction of method on X_0 #######

print(mean(Yhat == Y_0))

1An enzyme that ‘stitches’ back together DNA or RNA after replication
2The entire paper is on the website. Try to see what you can get out of it.
3Latin for in glass, sometimes known colloquially as a test tube



1. Recall from a previous homework that we made the following plot of the log transformed
susceptibility of a virus to the considered treatment, with large values indicating the virus is
resistant (that is, not susceptible). Run

hist(Y)

Divide the response Y into two classes based on the apparent grouping:

thresh = ????

Y_class = rep(0,n)

Y_class[Y<thresh] = 1

Y_0_class = rep(0,nrow(X_0))

Y_0_class[Y_0 < thresh] = 1

Be sure to report the value you use for thresh. Also, report table(Y class). In terms of
log transformed susceptibility, what does Y class = 1 correspond to?

2. Let’s do some predictions on the test set using LDA.

(a) First, attempt to run LDA using Y class as the response (remember that X must be a
data frame). What happens? What do you think this means?

(b) We can correct for this problem by detecting and deleting the miscreant columns

out0 = apply(X[Y_class==0,],2,sd) > 1e-16

out1 = apply(X[Y_class==1,],2,sd) > 1e-16

nonConstantVars = out0*out1

X.lda = X[,nonConstantVars]

X_0.lda = X_0[,nonConstantVars]

Now, run LDA using X.lda as the design matrix. What happens? What do you think
this means?

(c) It turns out the previous issue isn’t too important; only a warning. Let’s predict the
test set and get the prediction error

out.lda = lda(Y_class~.,data=data.frame(X.lda))

Yhat.lda = predict(out.lda,data.frame(X_0.lda))

print(mean(Yhat.lda$class == Y_0_class ) )

What do you get?

3. Now, let’s do logistic lasso

out = cv.glmnet(X,Y_class,family=’binomial’,alpha=1,standardize=F)

Yhat.glmnet = predict(out,X_0,s=’lambda.min’,type=’class’)

print(mean(Yhat.glmnet == Y_0_class ) )

4. An inferential question would be: what gene mutations are most related to producing a
susceptible virus?



(a) What gene mutations are related to susceptibility?

betaHat.glmnet = coef(lasso.cv.glmnet,s=’lambda.min’)

which(abs(betaHat.glmnet) > 0)

(b) Harder question: Which gene mutations lead to an increase in the estimated proba-
bility of a virus being susceptible to this particular drug? Hint: Consider the signs of
the coefficients.


